
Social Studies 5  Item Map 2008-09
Unit Standard Performance Indicator Question #

19-MC
Part II-07
Part II-08
Part II-09

1.4b Explore different experiences, beliefs, motives, and 
traditions of people living in their 17-MC

4. Economics 4.1e Understand how societies organize their economies to 
answer the three fundamental economic 18-MC

Part IIIA-01C
Part IIIA-02
Part IIIA-03
Part IIIA-04
Part IIIA-05
Part IIIA-06
Part IIIB

1.4a Consider different interpretations of key events and/or 
issues in history and understand the 31-MC

Part IIIA-01A

Part IIIA-01B
32-MC
33-MC
34-MC
35-MC

1.1a Know the roots of American culture, its development from 
many different traditions, and the way Part II-03

Part II-01

Part II-02
2.1c Study about different world cultures and civilizations 
focusing on accomplishments, contrib 01-MC

2.4b Explore the lifestyles, beliefs, traditions, rules, and laws, 
and social/cultural needs 02-MC

1.1a Know the roots of American culture, its development from 
many different traditions, and the way 13-MC

Colonial Life & the Revolutionary War in NY State 1. US & NY History 1.1a Know the roots of American culture, its development from 
many different traditions, and the way

Cross Topical & Skills-Based 1. US & NY History 1.3c Identify individuals who have helped to strengthen 
democracy in the US and throughout the world

3. Geography 3.2b Gather and organize geographic information from a 
variety of sources and display in a number of

3.2c Analyze geographic information by making relationships, 
interpreting trends and relationships

Culture & History of World Communities 1. US & NY History

1.4b Explore different experiences, beliefs, motives, and 
traditions of people living in their

2. World History

Early Inhabitants & the European Encounter 1. US & NY History



14-MC

15-MC
2. World History 2.3a Understand the roles and contributions of individuals and 

groups to social, political, economic 16-MC

3. Geography 3.2c Analyze geographic information by making relationships, 
interpreting trends and relationships 12-MC

09-MC
10-MC
11-MC

1. US & NY History 1.1b Understand the basic ideals of American democracy as 
explained in the Declaration of Independ 28-MC

5.3a Understand that citizenship includes an awareness of the 
holidays, celebrations, and symbols of 26-MC

5.3c Identify and describe the rules and responsibilities 
students have at home, in the classroom, 30-MC

27-MC

29-MC
Part II-10
Part II-11
Part II-12

1.3a Gather and organize information about the important 
accomplishments of individuals and groups 25-MC

1.3b Classify information by type of activity: social, political, 
economic, technological, 24-MC

4. Economics 4.1d Study about how the availability and distribution of 
resources is important to a nation's 23-MC

3.1d Identify and compare the physical, human, and cultural 
characteristics of different regions and Part II-05

03-MC
Part II-06

3.2a Ask geographic questions about where places are located; 
why they are located where they are; Part II-04

04-MC
05-MC
06-MC

1.3a Gather and organize information about the important 
accomplishments of individuals and groups

Government of World Communities 5. Civics,Citizenship&Gov't 5.1e Discuss how and why the world is divided into nations 
and what kinds of government other

Government: Local, State & National

5. Civics,Citizenship&Gov't

5.3d Examine the basic principles of the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitutions of the

5.3e Understand that effective, informed citizenship is a duty of 
each citizen, demostrated by jury

Industrial Growth & Expansion in NY State 1. US & NY History

Location & Geographic Characteristics of World 
Communities

3. Geography

3.1e Investigate how people depend on and modify the 
physical environment.

3.2c Analyze geographic information by making relationships, 
interpreting trends and relationships



4.1d Study about how the availability and distribution of 
resources is important to a nation's 07-MC

4.1e Understand how societies organize their economies to 
answer the three fundamental economic 08-MC

1.1a Know the roots of American culture, its development from 
many different traditions, and the way 21-MC

1.1c Explain those values, practices, and traditions that unite 
all Americans. 22-MC

5. Civics,Citizenship&Gov't 5.3e Understand that effective, informed citizenship is a duty of 
each citizen, demostrated by jury 20-MC

The New Nation & NY State 1. US & NY History

Meeting Basic Needs & Wants in World 
Communities

4. Economics


